
Please handle with care and wear gloves at all times during assembly and installation to avoid damaging components.!
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Sasha Pendant
Installation Instructions



COMPONENTS

A.  Main body
B.  Lamp holder assembly with cable
C.  Drop rod
D.  Glass disks
 - 6 x 200mm diam.
 - 3 x 250mm diam.
 - 3 x 300mm diam.
 
E.  1 x bottom glass disk
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BEFORE INSTALLATION

- Installation must be carried out by a quali�ed electrician.
- A minimum of two people are required to install this pendant.
- Check that the ceiling is strong enough to support the weight of the pendant.
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INSTALLATION

Remove the 6 x dome head nuts from the top of the
main body part and remove the �at brass disk.1.

Remove the M10 nut from the bottom of the drop rod
and place the brass disk onto the end, replacing the 
M10 nut.

Ensure that the nut is securely fastened and fully
tightened.

2.

Thread the cable through the main body and raise 
the lamp holder assembly closing the lower box.

Use 4 x M4 machine screws (supplied) to secure
the box.

3.
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Thread the cable through the drop rod and 
re-attach the drop rod to the main body using 
the 6 x dome head nuts previously removed.

Ensure that the dome nuts are securely and 
tightly fastened.

4.

Remove the zintec ceiling plate from the 
ceiling rose and �x to the ceiling. Ensure 
that suitable screws are being used for 
the surface that you are mounting to.

Raise the pendant towards the ceiling and 
make the electrical connection. Further raise 
the pendant, closing the ceiling rose over 
the mounted plate and secure with the screws 
provided.

Ensure that the weight of the pendant is fully 
supported during the electrical installation.

5.

Remove and replace the �nial from the bottom 
of the lamp holder assembly to �t the bottom 
glass disk, ensuring that the coarse face of the
glass disk is facing down and  that there is a 
rubber washer on each side.

Do not over tighten when replacing the 
�nial as it may cause the glass disk to crack.

6.
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TECHNICAL

bulb holder  3 x G9 mains halogen

wattage  3 x 40 watts

weight  20kg (44lbs)

cleaning  dust using a dry lint-free cloth weekly or as required

replacement/ contact CTO Lighting
repairs

warranty  CTO Lighting warranty, 1 year from date of delivery

certi�cation  CE compliant

Mount the glass disks to the hooks located 
on the underside of the main body using 
the diagram.

Please see details 1-4 (below) for details on
opening and closing the hooks to secure
the glass disks.

Ensure that the coarse face of the glass
is facing outwards and that they are all
spaced evenly.
 

A    300mm diam.

B  250mm diam.

C   200mm diam.

7.

4

Using a pair of pliers, carefully open the glass mounting hooks ( 1 ) wide enough to �t the glass disks ( 2 ). 
Fit the glass disks to the hooks ( 3 ) carefully close the hooks with the pliers ( 4 ) taking care not to damage 
the glass or the �tting.
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